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Montpellier, France; and kDepartment of Biophysics, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MarylandABSTRACT A structural interpretation of the thermodynamic stability of proteins requires an understanding of the structural
properties of the unfolded state. High-pressure small-angle x-ray scattering was used to measure the effects of temperature,
pressure, denaturants, and stabilizing osmolytes on the radii of gyration of folded and unfolded state ensembles of staphylo-
coccal nuclease. A set of variants with the internal Val-66 replaced with Ala, Tyr, or Arg was used to examine how changes
in the volume and polarity of an internal microcavity affect the dimensions of the native state and the pressure sensitivity of
the ensemble. The unfolded state ensembles achieved for these proteins with high pressure were more compact than those
achieved at high temperature, and were all very sensitive to the presence of urea and glycerol. Substitutions at the hydrophobic
core detectably altered the conformation of the protein, even in the folded state. The introduction of a charged residue, such as
Arg, inside the hydrophobic interior of a protein could dramatically alter the structural properties, even those of the unfolded
state. The data suggest that a charge at an internal position can interfere with the formation of transient hydrophobic clusters
in the unfolded state, and ensure that the pressure-unfolded form of a protein occupies the maximum volume possible. Only
at high temperatures does the radius of gyration of the unfolded state ensemble approach the value for a statistical random coil.INTRODUCTIONThe structural origins of the thermodynamic stability of
proteins continue to be of great interest, owing especially
to the role of protein unfolding, misfolding, and aggregation
in disease (1–4). Partial unfolding of proteins often leads to
fibril formation (1–3), which is suspected to be the source of
plaque involved in the pathogenesis of several diseases,
including Alzheimer’s disease and prion diseases (4).
Hence, a deeper understanding of how proteins maintain
their conformational stability and how that stability is
affected by mutations and environmental factors such as
temperature, pressure, and cosolvents is needed. Mutations
that affect the hydrophobic core are particularly pernicious
and may significantly change the stability and perhaps
also the conformation of the protein (5–9). In this study
we analyzed the effects of single amino acid substitutions
and temperature, pressure, and urea or glycerol on confor-
mation and stability. The mutants we studied are variants
of the highly stable DþPHS form of staphylococcal
nuclease (SNase). In these variants, Val-66, which is buried
in the main hydrophobic core of the protein, was substituted
with Ala, Tyr, and Arg. Structural, thermodynamic, and
kinetic aspects of the unfolding of SNase and many of
its variants have been studied previously in great detail
(5–14). The study presented here is unique (to our knowl-
edge) in that it provides insight into the average size andSubmitted August 20, 2010, and accepted for publication September 23,
2010.
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0006-3495/10/11/3430/8 $2.00shape of folded- and unfolded-state ensembles of these
proteins under a variety of environmental conditions, and
a detailed analysis of the pressure sensitivity of these
ensembles. This level of insight is necessary to improve
our understanding of the structural basis of stability.
Heat, acid, and chemical denaturants have been used
extensively to unfold proteins. However, protein unfolding
by high hydrostatic pressures has not received as much
attention (15). The use of pressure to unfold proteins is
a unique approach because, in contrast to a temperature
increase that simultaneously causes changes in both total
energy and volume, unfolding induced by high pressure is
determined solely by the volume change of the system
and is driven predominantly by the disruption of voids and
cavities inside the protein (16). For this reason, pressure is
an excellent denaturant with which to investigate the effects
of amino acid substitutions in the hydrophobic cores of
proteins and examine the nature of compact structures of
unfolded proteins. A further advantage is that the formation
of protein aggregates, which often plagues temperature-
induced unfolding, is suppressed at high pressures (15,17).
Small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) is a powerful tool
for accurately studying changes in the tertiary structure of
proteins and the size and shape of proteins (18–21). Studies
employing specialized high-pressure cells with flat diamond
windows have also used SAXS to study the pressure sensi-
tivity of structural properties of folded and unfolded proteins
(22–24). In some ways, pressure is a gentler variable for
shifting populations of equilibrium conformational states.
Partly for this reason, it is of interest to examine howdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.09.046
High-Pressure SAXS of Proteins 3431different structural ensembles of proteins respond to pres-
sure. The results of this study illustrate the utility of high-
pressure SAXS as a tool to examine the fundamental struc-
tural properties of proteins.MATERIAL AND METHODS
SAXS measurements
For monodisperse and highly diluted protein solutions, the SAXS signal
I(q) is the spherically averaged squared modulus of the Fourier transform
of the sample’s electron density, rð~rÞ (25):
IðqÞ ¼ n$PðqÞ ¼ n$
*24 Z
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rð~rÞei~q$~rd~r
3
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2+
U
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where n denotes the protein number density, P(q) is the protein’s form
factor, and h$iU is the spherical average. The wave vector transfer
q ¼ ð4p=lÞsinQ depends on the scattering angle 2Q and the wavelength
l of the incident radiation.
For small q, the scattered intensity can be expressed by the so-called
Guinier approximation (26):
IðqÞ ¼ Ið0Þ$eq2R2g=3: (2)
The radius of gyration, Rg, which describes the characteristic size of
a scattering object, is given by (25):
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where Dmax is the maximum extension of the protein, and p(r) is the
so-called pair-distance distribution function that characterizes the shape
and size of the particle. The Guinier approximation is valid for q-values
up to about qmax% 1.3/Rg (26).
Sample preparation and experimental setup
The proteins studied were the V66A, V66Y, and V66R variants of the
highly stable form of SNase known as DþPHS. DþPHS differs from
wild-type SNase by a set of substitutions (P117G, H124L, S128A, G50F,
and V51N) and one deletion (D44-49) (12). All proteins were produced
and purified as described previously (27).
Protein solutions were prepared just before the measurements were
performed. To avoid pressure-induced changes in the pH value, bis-Tris
buffer (50 mM) was used at a pH value of 5.5 (28). All buffers were
prepared by adding the appropriate amount of buffer salt to deionized water.
The pH value was adjusted by HCl. Cosolvent solutions were prepared by
adding the adequate amount of glycerol (2.5 M) and urea (1.5 M, 2.5 M)
to the stock solution. The protein concentrations of the solutions were
10.0 mg/mL. At these concentrations, the single scattering approximation
is still valid (29).
The SAXS experiments were performed at beamline ID02 of the Euro-
pean Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France) (30) using a photon
energy of 12.5 keV (l ¼ 0.995 A˚). To cover a large q range, measurements
were carried out at two different sample-to-detector distances. At a distance
of 905 mm, a q range from 0.3 to 4.5 nm1 can be recorded that allows one
to monitor the form factor P(q) of the proteins. A distance of 3025 mm
covers the Guinier regime within the q range of 0.1–1.5 nm1 with high
resolution. The protein solutions and the corresponding buffer solutionswere exposed to the x-ray beam for 0.1 s, with a FReLoN CCD camera
used for signal detection. To investigate the protein solutions under high
pressure, a special sample cell with two flat diamond windows was used
(23). For each protein solution, the pressure was increased in 1 kbar steps.
After each pressure increase, an equilibration time of 20 min was allowed to
ensure that all relaxation processes were completed. All pressure-dependent
measurements were performed at T ¼ 25C. A pressure range of 1 bar to
4 kbar was covered and all pressure-dependent measurements were found
to be fully reversible. To reduce radiation damage to the protein, the sample
cell was moved perpendicular to the beam path each time before x-ray
exposure. It was recently shown that this procedure reduces the radiation-
induced aggregation of proteins (31). To determine the temperature effect
on the structural properties of the three mutants at ambient pressure, addi-
tional measurements were carried out at three different temperatures (25C,
34C, and 64C).
The two-dimensional scattering patterns were azimuthally averaged
using the Fit2D software package (32). The resulting SAXS signals were
normalized and corrected for solvent and background scattering by sub-
tracting the scattering curve of the corresponding pure buffer solution. To
obtain the Rg, the data in the low-q region that showed a linear curve shape
in the q2 versus log(I(q)) representation were fitted according to Guinier’s
approximation (Eq. 2). The pair-distance distribution functions were
obtained by fitting the scattering data using the program GNOM (33);
p(r) was also used to obtain the Rg (Eq. 3). Ab initio models of the proteins
were also calculated. For each structure, 16 independent calculations were
started using the program DAMMIF (34). The resulting 16 ab initio struc-
tures were aligned by using the program DAMAVER (35) to build a model
structure for each protein.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measurements at atmospheric pressure
The scattering signals of DþPHS/V66A, DþPHS/V66Y,
and DþPHS/V66R were measured initially at atmospheric
pressure and a temperature of 34C (Fig. 1). Owing to the
low scattering signal at higher q-values, the background
subtraction results in slightly different accessible q ranges.
The inset in Fig. 1 shows the pair-distance distribution func-
tion of the three proteins. The maximum dimension Dmax of
DþPHS/V66Y is slightly larger than that of DþPHS/V66A
(see also Table 1). The Rg-values of these two proteins
obtained by the fit confirm this result. In contrast,
DþPHS/V66R appears to be denatured at this temperature;
this is obvious from the large Rg and Dmax. Of note, V66A
and V66Y differ in Rg by ~1 A˚, and whereas the volume of
the Tyr buried inside a protein was found to be 197.1 A˚3, the
volume of Ala is only 90.1 A˚3 (36). The side chains of both
residues are in a microcavity inside the protein (37). Thus,
it appears that because of Tyr’s larger volume, insertion of
this residue into the cavity leads to a widening of the cavity
and consequently to a small but still well detectable increase
of the volume of the folded protein.
The large Dmax- and Rg-values of DþPHS/V66R point to
the fact that this variant is already partially unfolded at
34C. In contrast, at a temperature of 25C, where the
protein is still folded, the Rg of this variant is 18.95 0.5 A˚
(see below), which is still larger than the Rg of DþPHS/
V66A and of DþPHS/V66Y. This behavior is caused by
the Arg at position 66, which has a large and ionizableBiophysical Journal 99(10) 3430–3437
FIGURE 1 X-ray scattering signal of DþPHS/V66A (>), DþPHS/
V66Y (,), and DþPHS/V66R (6) at ambient pressure and T ¼ 34C.
Also shown are curves fitted using GNOM (28). Inset: the corresponding
pair-distance distribution functions.
FIGURE 2 Ribbon representation of the crystal structure of DþPHS
(3BDC (34)) compared with the models obtained by the ab initio calcula-
tions using the SAXS data of the proteins in buffer solution (pH 5.5) at
atmospheric pressure and T ¼ 34C. Top right: DþPHS/V66A. Bottom
left: DþPHS/V66Y. Bottom right: DþPHS/V66R.
3432 Schroer et al.side chain. In contrast to Lys-66, Asp-66, and Glu-66, which
titrated with highly shifted pKa-values (5,6,38,39), the pKa
of Arg-66 appears to be quite normal (40). This probably
reflects some form of dislocation of the side chain from
the hydrophobic core that allows the guanidinium moiety
to make contact with bulk water. The increase of Rg by
~6–7 A˚ relative to the V66A and V66Y variants may be
attributed to the structural reorganization that is expected
to occur upon relaxation of the structure in the local neigh-
borhood of Arg-66. Crystallographic studies and computer
simulations showing that the first b-strand of the b-barrel
is disrupted in the V66R variant are consistent with the large
Rg measured by SAXS for this variant (40,41).
The resulting models of the ab initio calculations
obtained from SAXS measurements are shown in Fig. 2
together with the ribbon representation of the crystallo-
graphic structure of DþPHS (42). The structures for the
DþPHS/V66A and DþPHS/V66Y variants have a largely
globular body with a smaller cone-shaped feature on top.
A comparison of these two models with the crystallographic
structure of DþPHS suggests that this feature could beTABLE 1 Maximumdimension,Dmax, and radii of gyration, Rg,
of the three SNase mutants at ambient pressure and T ¼ 34C
Variant Dmax / A˚ Rg / A˚
DþPHS/V66A 49 5 0.5 16.85 0.4
DþPHS/V66Y 52 5 0.5 17.75 0.3
DþPHS/V66R 85 5 1.0 24.25 0.5
Rg-values were calculated using p(r).
Biophysical Journal 99(10) 3430–3437due to the disordered C-terminal residues 141–149. The
model for DþPHS/V66R obtained by the ab initio calcula-
tions is much more extended, reflecting that this variant
is largely unfolded. Of interest, the main differences
between the model of DþPHS/V66R and those of the other
variants are in the larger part where the mutation should be
present.Measurements at high pressures
The effects of pressure on the scattering intensities of
DþPHS/V66R at 25C are shown in the form of a Guinier
plot for different pressures in Fig. 3. The decrease in the
scattering contrast due to the different compressibilities of
the protein and the surrounding water leads to a decrease
of the scattering signal with increasing pressure. Thus, the
FIGURE 3 Guinier plots of DþPHS/V66R at 1 bar (,), 1 kbar (B),
2 kbar (D), 3 kbar (>), and 4 kbar (V) at T ¼ 25C. Also shown are the
fits using Eq. 2. For clarity, the curves were shifted by a factor of 1, 1.3,
1, 0.8, and 0.5, respectively.
FIGURE 4 (a)Rg as a function of pressure p at 25
C for the SNasemutants
DþPHS/V66Y (9), DþPHS/V66A (>), and DþPHS/V66R (=). (b)
Pressure-dependent Rg of DþPHS/V66R in pure buffer (=) and with
2.5 M glycerol (9). (c) Pressure-dependent Rg of DþPHS/V66A in pure
buffer (=), with 1.5 M urea (9) and with 2.5 M urea (C). Due to the low
signal/noise ratio of the scattering signal of the unfolded protein, the error is
larger at this urea concentration than for the previous measurements.
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pressure. A significant increase in the slope of the scattering
curve with increasing pressure is observed (Fig. 3). This
indicates that the protein expands and partially unfolds at
high pressures. To obtain the Rg of all three proteins at
different pressures, the scattering curves are fitted using
the Guinier approximation (see Eq. 2) in the low-q range
(solid lines in Fig. 3). The Rg-value measured as a function
of pressure for all three SNase variants measured at
T ¼ 25C shows some interesting trends (Fig. 4 a). In the
case of DþPHS/V66Y, no significant change in Rg is
observed upon compression within the experimental error.
Hence, this protein is stable up to 4 kbar. For the DþPHS/
V66A variant, a weak increase in the Rg (by ~2–3 A˚) is
observed upon pressurization up to 4 kbar. This effect might
be attributed to an expansion, perhaps into a molten globule-
like state, or partial unfolding of the protein. In contrast,
a drastic increase of Rg to 26.0 5 0.7 A˚ is observed for
DþPHS/V66R at 1 kbar, reflecting a marked unfolding of
the SNase mutant. The increase of pressure up to 2 kbar
results in a further expansion of the protein, leading to an
Rg-value of 31.7 5 1.2 A˚. The transition is 95% complete
by 2 kbar (12). Once this value of Rg has been reached, it
does not change within the experimental error. Thus, the
unfolding process of this mutant induced by high pressure
is completed at ~2 kbar. The pressure-denatured state,
however, is not completely unfolded, as the Rg of random-
coil-like SNase should be 37.25 1.2 A˚ (20).
The differences in the response to pressure by the three
proteins partly reflect the internal packing defects andBiophysical Journal 99(10) 3430–3437
3434 Schroer et al.cavities of the protein. In the case of DþPHS/V66Y, the
internal cavity in the hydrophobic core is completely filled
because Tyr is a large side chain. Thus, high pressure did
not lead to significant structural changes. The small increase
of Rg in the case of DþPHS/V66A suggests that its interior
is less densely packed; therefore, increasing pressure led to
a minor conformational change. The structural changes of
DþPHS/V66R in the b-barrel region upon solvent exposure
of the charged residue led to a drastic weakening of the
protein’s conformational stability, which resulted in a further
marked increase of Rg with rising pressure. The high-pres-
sure SAXS data are consistent with the presence of a charged
residue inside the hydrophobic core drastically reducing the
protein’s stability (8,9,14). Even more significant is the
observation that the Rg-value of the pressure-unfolded
DþPHS/V66R in water approaches the appropriate value
for a statistical random coil. This probably reflects the pres-
ence of the charged Arg residue, which must interfere with
the formation of transient hydrophobic clusters in the
unfolded state, and ensures that the pressure-unfolded
form of the protein occupies a larger volume that it would
in the absence of the Arg residue.High-pressure measurements in the presence
of cosolvents
It is well known that the stability of proteins is significantly
affected by osmolytes (43). SAXS measurements were
performed with DþPHS/V66A and DþPHS/V66R in the
presence of glycerol and urea to examine how these
additives affected the Rg of folded and unfolded forms of
SNase. Glycerol is known to stabilize proteins due to the
preferential hydration effect, whereas urea binds preferen-
tially to the backbone of proteins and therefore destabilizes
the native state (43). As shown in the previous section,
DþPHS/V66R is the most unstable of the SNase variants
examined in this study. Thus, the influence of glycerol
was investigated with DþPHS/V66R only (Fig. 4 b). The
effects of urea were studied with the DþPHS/V66A protein
(Fig. 4 c).
The pressure-dependent Rg-values of DþPHS/V66R in
pure buffer and in 2.5 M glycerol solution are compared
in Fig. 4 b. Within the experimental error, the Rg-values in
both solutions were identical at 1 bar. Owing to the stabi-
lizing effects of glycerol, at a pressure of 1 kbar the protein
is still folded; in fact, between 1 bar and 1 kbar the folded
protein might undergo a slight compaction and achieve an
Rg comparable to that of the other two proteins at 1 bar in
the absence of any additives. Unfolding of DþPHS/V66R
sets in between 1 and 2 kbar. At higher pressures, Rg does
not increase anymore. It is noteworthy that the unfolded
ensemble of DþPHS/V66R is significantly more compact
in the presence of glycerol, where the Rg is 24.9 5 1.8 A˚
and thus is much smaller than the Rg-value of 31.7 A˚ found
in the absence of glycerol.Biophysical Journal 99(10) 3430–3437From these SAXS data, the volume change of unfolding,
DV, may also be estimated (22,45). For DþPHS/V66R,
we find DV z 60 5 7 cm3 mol1, in good agreement
with literature data of DVz 675 5 cm3 mol1 (at pH 6)
based on fluorescence spectroscopy data (12). For SNase
wild-type in pure buffer solution, a similar value of DV ¼
66 5 6 cm3 mol1 has been determined (22,45). Within
the experimental error, a value of similar magnitude is
obtained for DþPHS/V66R in 2.5 M glycerol (DV z
51 5 10 cm3 mol1). In addition to changes in cavity
volume upon pressure-induced partial unfolding, DV is also
determined by the unfolded-state conformations and the
solvation properties of the final state. Hence, both decreasing
and increasing DV-values may be found for this type of
kosmotropic osmolyte in the literature (22,45–47).
The pressure dependence of the Rg of DþPHS/V66A in
different urea concentrations is shown in Fig. 4 c. In
1.5 M urea between 1 bar and 3 kbar, there was detectable
change in the Rg of the protein relative to the Rg in water.
Unfolding occurs between 3 and 4 kbar, leading to a state
with Rg ¼ 29.75 1.5 A˚. An increase of the urea concentra-
tion up to 2.5 M leads to partial unfolding and denaturation
at 1 bar (Rg ¼ 22.8 5 1.3 A˚). With rising pressure, the
unfolding continues until 2 kbar, where a plateau value of
Rg is reached. Of interest, the high-pressure denatured
state at 4 kbar in 2.5 M urea is not more expanded that
that at 1.5 M urea, and is much smaller than that of the
unfolded protein in a random-coil like state (Rg z 37 A˚).
This suggests that in the presence of 2.5 M urea, the high-
pressure denatured state is still only partially unfolded.
In both urea solutions, the unfolded DþPHS/V66A is not
as extended as DþPHS/V66R in pure buffer solution at
2 kbar, indicating that even under enhanced denaturating
conditions DþPHS/V66A is still more compact and stable
than DþPHS/V66R. Rather compact or molten-globule
structures have also been observed for various other pres-
sure-induced unfolded proteins (48–51).Temperature-dependent measurements
To examine the unfolded state structure of the three
SNase variants, measurements were also performed up
to a temperature of 64C (accurate SAXS measurements
significantly above 70C are very difficult to perform owing
to limitations of the sample cell and increased background
noise). The midpoints of temperature unfolding were
measured with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
(Table 2) under solution conditions similar to those reported
by Ravindra et al. (44). The unfolding temperature of the
DþPHS reference protein is ~72C and the enthalpy change
of unfolding, DH, is 380 5 26 kJ/mol at pH 4.5. For the
DþPHS/V66A protein, the midpoint of unfolding is
66.7C and the transition is accompanied by an enthalpy
change of 316 5 30 kJ/mol. The DþPHS/V66Y variant
is slightly more temperature-stable with Tm ¼ 70C and
TABLE 2 Midpoint of the unfolding temperature, Tm, of the
three SNase mutants determined by DSC measurements at
various pH values
Variant Tm /
C pH
DþPHS/V66R 38.05 0.4 5.4
37.55 0.4 4.5
38.05 0.4 7.0
DþPHS/V66A 66.75 0.1 5.5
DþPHS/V66Y 70.05 0.1 5.5
DþPHS 72.75 0.1 4.5
72.35 0.1 7.0
High-Pressure SAXS of Proteins 3435DH ¼ 3675 30 kJ/mol. The protein was drastically desta-
bilized upon introduction of the Arg-66 residue. This is
reflected in a low Tm-value of ~38
C and a lower enthalpy
change of unfolding (DH ¼ 124 5 30 kJ/mol).
The Rg of DþPHS/V66Yat 64C increased by ~3 A˚ rela-
tive to Rg at 25
C (Fig. 5). This reflects small structural
changes and partial unfolding before the onset of the unfold-
ing transition with a midpoint at 70C. At 64C, DþPHS/
V66A is in the middle of the unfolding transition with
Tm ¼ 66.7C. This is reflected in the increase in Rg up to
27 A˚. In agreement with the DSC data, at 34C, DþPHS/
V66R is in the middle of the unfolding transition. At this
temperature, Rg has increased up to ~25 A˚. A further
increase in temperature results in a continuous growth of
Rg, finally reaching 37.75 2.6 A˚ at 64
C, which is similar
to the value obtained for a completely unfolded, random
coil-like protein of this size (20).FIGURE 5 Temperature dependence of the Rg of DþPHS/V66Y (,),
DþPHS/V66A (>), and DþPHS/V66R (=) in buffer solution (50 mM
bis-Tris, pH 5.5) at atmospheric pressure.CONCLUSIONS
The effects of temperature, pressure, denaturants, and
protective osmolytes on the Rg of folded and unfolded
proteins were examined with the use of V66A, V66Y, and
V66R variants of SNase. Glycerol and urea were used to
modulate the protein’s pressure stability, to effect change
in the dimensions of the unfolded ensemble, and to test
whether the effect of these osmolytes would also prevail
under high-pressure conditions.
When the internal cavity in the hydrophobic core of SNase
was occupied with Tyr-66, a small increase in the size of the
folded protein relative to the casewithAla-66was detected at
ambient pressure. Presumably, this effect is related to the
larger volume of the aromatic side chain of Tyr. An even
largerRgwas foundwithArg-66, reflectingmarked structural
changes that were detectable even at ambient temperature
and pressure, and probably originated from the reorganiza-
tion required to accommodate a large and charged side chain
in the hydrophobic interior of the protein.
The application of high hydrostatic pressure made it
possible to identify differential stabilities for the variants
under conditions of constant thermal energy. In the case of
the V66Y variant, no changes were detectable in the pressure
range studied, whereas the V66A variant showed a slight
increase with rising pressure (DRg z 3 A˚ up to 4 kbar). In
contrast, the variant with V66R unfolded continuously up
to 2 kbar upon pressurization, where Rg-values of 31.7 A˚
are reached. This protein at high pressure did not adopt
a random-coil like state. In contrast, its temperature-unfolded
state reached an Rg of ~37 A˚, which is compatible with the
random coil. As expected, the addition of glycerol stabilized
the V66R variant. The Rg of the unfolded state of this protein
in 2.5 M glycerol was smaller by ~7 A˚ than its Rg in water.
The effects of urea on the unfolding of the V66A protein
in the pressure range covered were clearly detectable. In
2.5 M urea, the protein was partially unfolded at 1 bar and
achieved an Rg of 22.8 A˚. The unfolding continued with
increasing pressure until 2 kbar, where a plateau value of
Rg was reached. The high-pressure denatured state above
2 kbar had an Rg of 27 A˚, which is considerably smaller
than the value of the statistical random coil. This shows
that even in the presence of 2.5 M urea, the high-pressure
denatured state is still only partially unfolded. At both
1 M and 2.5 M urea, the unfolded state of the V66A variant
is not as extended as that of the V66R variant in pure buffer
solution at 2 kbar, indicating that even under enhanced
denaturing conditions, the V66A variant is still more
compact and stable than the variant with V66R. The inser-
tion of the charged Arg-66 in the hydrophobic cluster
appears to prevent the interactions responsible for the
compactness in the unfolded state of SNase.
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